Name: _____________________________ Team: ____________________ Date: _________________
Tissue Box Assignment
Summer Reading Requirement
Grade 6

Your task is to decorate a rectangular unused tissue box that presents information about one of your
two summer reading books. The Tissue Box assignment is due to your Homeroom teacher no later
than Wednesday September 12th. Please be creative and have fun. Be sure to include all criteria
listed below.
The sides must contain, but are not limited to:
1. Top – Name, Team –Book Title, Author, Genre
2. Side 1: Characters
3. Side 2: Setting
4. Side 3: Beginning, Middle and End of the Story (Main Points)
5. Side 4: Favorite part of the Book (Using an example –Text Evidence)
Your project will be worth 40 points and will be graded using the rubric below:
Criteria
Organization

Creativity

Content

Level of Understanding

Excellent
10
Defined sections
Flows nicely to assist
the audience without
help
Finished Product
10
Interesting, engaging,
visually stimulating
Aesthetically appealing
use of color, diagrams
and text.
Interest, motivation,
effort and time
obviously present

Good
8
All present but sections
not defined
Must reread for clarity
Evidence of refinement

Developing
6
All present but unclear
Must reread for clarity
Some evidence of
refinement

Poor
4
Not all present
Not clear
Unfinished product

8
Some use of color,
diagrams, ect
Engages but will not
stimulate the reader’s
interest.

6
Very little use of color
or pictures but enough
to engage and hold
attention

10
Content is accurate,
comprehensive and
properly explained
10
Understanding present and
apparent

8
Content is mostly
accurate and
adequately explained
8
Some level of
understanding shown

6
Content is mostly
accurate but poorly
explained
6
Information shows
minimal level of
understanding

4
Bland, no variability
No use of color or
diagrams
Boring to look at, does
not catch your
attention.
Interest, motivation,
effort and time
obviously absent.
4
Content is not accurate
and not properly
explained
4
Superficial understanding

You will need to turn in this rubric with your project.
I understand that I have a project due September 12th: Student Signature___________________________________

I understand that my child has a project due September 12th: Parent Signature _____________________

